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1. Key Questions for the PortBUG: 

• What’s the best way to develop priorities for implementing the Bike Strategy based on agreed 
principles? 

• How can the community be informed and appropriately involved at every step of the way in 
implementing the strategy? 

• How best to obtain commitment from Council to implement the strategy.? 
 
2. Key Questions to put to Kerry & Shaun: 

• what still needs to be accomplished to finalise the PAE Local Area Bicycle Plan? 

• what will be the final form intended for the Plan (ie; written form on-line, presentation of the 
Network Ma, more detailed local precinct maps, FAQ, local area plans etc)? 

• how might the BUG establish longer-term & ongoing engagement with Council & Councillors? 
 
3. Context: 

• we have often taken a ‘scattered’ or ad hoc approach simply because the scale of the PAE ‘bike 
development’ task is so great & there has been no obvious plan, implementation strategy or 
overall statement of commitment from Council 

• we have had little idea of Council’s intentions or policies with regard to Active Mobility 

• we don’t know anything of the Council’s budget commitment to implementing the Plan 

• we know little of the expectations of Council staff or of Councillors 

• there appears to be no PAE ‘Active Mobility Policy’ to contextualize and ‘drive’ the new Plan. 
 
4.  Opportunities: With the presentation of the new Plan & it’s foreword and Network Map, we 
(Council & community) have an opportunity to take a different approach with a stronger focus on: 

• planned and systematic investment and network building 

• functionality, connectivity & continuity 

• overall Active Mobility issues 

• generational & cultural change. 
 
5. Prioritising Infrastructure Initiatives: At the PAEF Kerry mentioned need to ascertain 
community priorities as identified in the 18 page matrix of Infrastructure Initiatives at the back of the 
Plan.  

• the BUG made some initial recommendations for action on key infrastructure in our 
Supplementary Notes to the Project Group in September, 2014 – saved at the web site here.  

• prioritising the infrastructure listed in the Plan’s matrix may warrant a process of its own with 
particular regard to utilizing specific & consistent principles rather than community preferences 
alone. 

 
Note: Identifying network-building opportunities and needs has been the initial step undertaken by 
this new PAE Bike Plan. The BUG notes that identifying both logical & community priorities for 
implementation of the new Plan appears to require a separate process relying on: 
- use of specific and consistently applied criteria 
- information re. funding opportunities, overall State Government strategy etc. 
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6. Possible ‘First Steps’ Towards Implementation - Some Suggested Actions: 

• the BUG could attempt to comment in the prioritization columns in the Bike Plan’s matrix (Sam 
has written to Kerry seeking these 18 pages in ‘Word’ form to facilitate such commentary). 

• Council could consider an essential ‘First Step’ they might take to raise the profile of bicycle 
infrastructure in a number of strategic ‘network destinations’ or activity centres across PAE 
(such as done on Semaphore Road). 
Council could address continuity issues in key local infrastructure e.g; 
- between Ethelton RS and the adjacent Loop Path 
- a secure link between Sema4Rd facilities and the Loop Path 
- connections between local suburbs and the Harbour Loop) 

• Council could undertake refinement of the Greenway, in particular the Northern section (Port 
CBD to Outer Harbour) with a view to using a formal ‘opening’ to raising the profile of active 
mobility and bicycle transport issues across the Council area!. 

• the BUG could assist Council to identify ‘construction’ or ‘performance’ targets for 
implementation of the Bike Plan to assist both the community & elected members understand 
what Network could become and what the Council’s Plan development agenda will be. 

• the PortBUG could arrange a regular programme of direct liaison with Council officers and with 
elected members with dates set for meeting on a quarterly basis 

• the PortBUG provide the Council with consistent liaison people to engage with the BUG and 
Council look at opportunities to address infrastructure implementation & priorities via the 
Council’s new Health Policy (alternative funding opportunities, local-state government 
partnerships etc) 

• the Council could consider the potential role of an ‘Active Mobility’ Policy in assisting the 
implementation of the new Bike Plan (to contextualize and ‘drive’ it) 

• the Council could consider how the potential value of a ‘bicycle officer’ and how the role could 
be piloted and further developed 

• the BUG could identify ways to liaise with elected members (Councilors) to better establish bike 
issues on the Council’s agenda 

• the BUG could identify how we might best use our web site to raise the profile of key bicycle 
infrastructure, policy and Plan Implementation issues. 


